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Abstract

The goal of this two-year Major Research Instrumentation (MRI) project was to develop the Matrix Channel
Measurement System (MCMS), a new instrument for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channel measurement
and other applications. Notable features of MCMS are (1) Tuning range from 250 MHz to 6 GHz (covering many
licensed and unlicensed bands); (2) Support for up to 16 receive antennas simultaneously, achieved using a novel
serial bus oriented data aggregation architecture; (3) Sustained instantaneous bandwidth of 1 MHz continuously
or up to 40 MHz in an asynchronously-triggered “burst” mode; and (4) Portable design suitable for operation in
field conditions under battery power. The system has been delivered by the subcontractor and is now undergoing
commissioning testing and additional development in preparation for its first use, a project to measure 4 × 16
MIMO channels in the 2.4 GHz band for use in channel models and antenna array design in support of IEEE
802.11n systems.

I. Introduction

Since the seminal work of Foschini & Gans [1], it has been widely known that multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) communications systems have the potential to provide capacity improve-
ments which increase linearly with the number of antennas, as opposed to logarithmically as is
the case when one or both ends of the communications link have only one antenna. However, this
level of performance requires multipath scattering sufficient to decorrelate the MIMO subchannels
and thereby achieve full “channel rank”. It is now well-known that this frequently does not occur.
An extreme example is the fully-degenerate “keyhole” channel [2], but there are many ways in
which MIMO performance can be limited by propagation anomalies such that the capacity does
not increase linearly with the number of antennas, such as in hallways [3], or in which increases in
signal-to-noise ratio yield greater improvement than increases in channel rank [4]. Identifying and
understanding these limiting phenomena is obviously a matter of great concern to those interested
in practical deployment of MIMO, for example as envisioned in the new wireless LAN standard
IEEE 802.11n. For this, field measurements and in situ trials are essential.

The Matrix Channel Measurement System (MCMS), shown in Figure 1, has been developed
for this purpose. The system consists of a multichannel1 transmitter (MCT) capable of generat-
ing independent RF waveforms for 4 antennas, and a multichannel receiver (MCR) consisting of
independent receivers and data aggregation for coherent sampling of up to 16 antennas simultane-
ously. The relatively large number of receive channels was chosen to facilitate enhanced analysis
of propagation conditions (for example, high-resolution direction of arrival estimation) simulta-
neously with the operation of the MIMO communication link, and also to facilitate simultaneous
multi-frequency operation (discussed below). The aggregated data can be either routed to a com-
mercial digital signal processing card for baseband or symbol-rate processing, or saved directly to
a hard drive for off-line processing. Continuous sampling can be sustained for 16 antennas and
bandwidths up to about 1 MHz, or the MCR can be operated in a “burst” mode which facilitates
a bandwidth of up to 40 MHz. This is achieved using a novel serial bus data aggregation strategy
which is described in greater detail in Section II.

Other notable features of MCMS are large tuning range, software-defined configuration, and
portability. A tuning range of 250 MHz to 6 GHz was specified to ensure access to both of the
major U.S. “ISM” bands (2.4 GHz and 5.7 GHz) and also to support various commercial, mili-
tary, and public safety applications throughout the VHF and UHF spectrum, as the opportunity

1The term “channel” is used in this case to denote a single antenna and it’s associated RF and digital hardware.



Fig. 1. MCMS in the “stowed” configuration. The left and right cases are the MCT and MCR respectively; see
Figures 8 and 2 for additional details. Racks open to the right (as seen in the picture) for front panel access,
and to the left for rear panel access. Lift handles are visible on each case. The small case above the MCT is a
battery unit; there is one for the MCT and one for the MCR.

arises. This flexibility in tuning range is also useful in conducting simultaneous dual-frequency
measurements needed for measurement of spectral coherence, often of interest in systems using
very large bandwidths or frequency division duplexing (FDD). MCMS can be reconfigured, for
example, as two 2 × 8 systems using the same or different antennas at completely independent
frequencies. The large number of receive channels also makes it possible to configure the system
as a simple network of two 2-channel transmitter nodes and eight 2-channel receiver nodes, with
the limitation in this case being that all transmitted nodes must be cabled to the MCT, and all
receiver nodes must be cabled to the MCR. Such a configuration has limited use for networking
research directly; however this is useful for accelerating the collection of data on many realizations
of the MIMO propagation channel simultaneously, and the fact that the measurements can be
made jointly (coherently) is also useful. There is no explicit requirement for the MCT and MCR
to be cabled together (they both include independent high-stability timebases), although this is



possible to facilitate synchronization or triggering, for example. A similar capability can also be
achieved over much greater distances “over the air” using an out-of-band pilot carrier.

The MCMS project has been a collaboration with Aeroflex Corporation and many colleagues
who have made essential contributions to the design – see the acknowledgements for a complete
list. The project began in October 2002 with a 9 month design and proof-of-concept phase at the
principal investigator’s home institution (at that time, the Ohio State University) during which
much of the design work was completed and a single-channel proof of concept system was con-
structed and demonstrated. The project moved to Aeroflex’s Powell, OH facility in Summer 2003
for design of control and power systems; and revision of the proof-of-concept design for manufac-
turability, construction, assembly, and integration. During this time, the principal investigator
moved to the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (Virginia Tech) and supported
Aeroflex’s development efforts through continuing design contributions and frequent on-site visits.
Currently (December 2004), the system has been delivered and is being commissioned at Virginia
Tech [9]. Although most functionality has been verified, unresolved problems with the MCR con-
trol system and late delivery of applications programming interface (API) software have delayed a
complete evaluation of the system. Aeroflex has committed to resolve these problems within the
first two weeks of January 2005.

II. Multichannel Receiver (MCR)

The MCR is shown in Figure 2 and its components are described in the following sections.

A. Downconverter/Digitizer Modules

The MCR includes 16 independent downconverter/digitizer modules, as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 3 shows a single module with the cover removed and functional blocks identified. RF
inputs are accepted via a “low band” (250–2000 MHz), “mid band” (1.6–3.5 GHz), or “high
band” (3.5–6.0 GHz) input. Low band is upconverted to 3 GHz and then downconverted to
1250 MHz. Mid and high bands are downconverted directly to 1250 MHz. The common 1250 MHz
intermediate frequency (IF) is then downconverted to 78 MHz and digitized at 104 MSPS using
12 bits. Direct sampling of the 78 MHz IF has the compelling advantage of making subsequent
signal processing free of errors associated with analog processing – in particular, I-Q balance is
nearly perfect since real and imaginary components are obtained digitally, as described below.
A programmable attenuator in the 78 MHz IF section provides 0–28 dB attenuation to allow
optimization of digitizer dynamic range. The digitizer output is separated into “even” and “odd”
sample streams, serialized, and transmitted using low voltage differential signaling (LVDS). The
aggregate output is 1.248 Gb/s, and is transmitted over common “CAT-5” unshielded twisted
pair cable (the red and blue cables visible in Figure 2(b)). Although the connections within the
MCR rack are very short, it is has been verified that LVDS signaling allows these cables to be up
to 7 m long.

B. Digital IF Processing

The serial output from each downconverter/digitizer module is received by a digital IF processor
card, shown in Figure 4. The signals are deserialized and delivered to an Altera “Stratix” model
field programmable gate array (FPGA). This FPGA performs a multiplier-less “FS/4” spectral
shift, centering the 78 MHz IF at zero Hz simply by rearranging the samples into real and imaginary
streams and alternating signs. The result is low-pass filtered with 20 MHz cutoff using a 63-tap FIR
with 12 bit coefficients, and then decimated by two, yielding a 52 MSPS complex-valued sample
stream encoding 40 MHz of bandwidth. This signal can be routed either to the board output for
capture (Figure 5 shows some sample output), or alternatively can be filtered and decimated again,
this time to 26 MSPS encoding 20 MHz bandwidth using a 46-tap FIR with 12-bit coefficients.



(a) Front (b) Back

Fig. 2. MCR. The rack is 55.9 cm wide × 59.7 cm deep × 99.0 cm high and weighs about 90 kg. Not visible
in this picture are handles mounted on the sides of the rack for easy lifting and doors which can be quickly
installed to protect the electronics during transport.

This signal can also be either captured as output or processed further. For further processing,
the signal is routed to an Analog Devices AD6620 digital downconverter (DDC) integrated circuit
[5]. This DDC can be used to achieve further reductions in sample rate and bandwidth and is
dynamically reprogrammable by the user. Normally the device would be programmed for a sample
rate and bandwidth that is convenient for subsequent processing (typically, demodulation), and
the device works best for output bandwidths of about 1.5 MHz or less.

C. Data Aggregation

The process of combining and reordering data into “snapshots” consisting of one sample per
channel for a given time index – sometimes called “corner turning” – is traditionally a difficult
problem in high-bandwidth array receivers. The limitation is typically a simple but vexing issue
of interconnect density – that is, it turns out to be impossible to bring bit-parallel data from all
receivers to a common location for corner turning. In the MCR, for example, bringing together
16 32-bit (16-bit real + 16-bit complex) samples requires a device with 512 pins, which is not
reasonable.



Fig. 3. A downconverter/digitizer module with side cover removed.

In MCMS this problem is avoided using a novel technique originally developed and successfully
implemented for another project [6], [7] with similar data aggregation requirements, but with some
modifications. The MCR data aggregation architecture is shown in Figure 6. In this architecture,
digital IF processor cards are organized into groups of 4 and connected in “daisy chain” fashion
with a 5th board known as the “corner turner.” The daisy chain is implemented using the same
protocol-less LVDS serial bus technology used to connect digitizers to digital IF boards, but in
this case runs at 320 Mb/s. The daisy chain collects one sample from each digital IF board (in
effect, corner turning these “on the fly”); and delivers these 4-sample snapshots to the corner
turner board, which is simultaneously collecting 4-sample snapshots from the other 3 groups of 4
channels. The backplane carrying these 4 daisy chains becomes very simple because each LVDS
serial connection requires only 2 traces. On the corner turner board, only 128 pins are required
to accommodate the deserialized data (4 daisy chains × 2 (input+output) × 16 bits (real and
imaginary multiplexed)), which fits within a single large FPGA. The MCR corner turner board
uses the same Altera Stratix FPGA used by the digital IF boards. The final stage of corner
turning – combining the four 4-sample snapshot streams into one 16-sample snapshot stream – is
accomplished within the FPGA.

In this manner, it is theoretically possible to sustain throughput of 5 MSPS per channel. How-
ever, some latency is built into the design to simplify timing requirements. This reduces the
maximum continuously-available bandwidth to about 1.5 MHz/channel when DDCs are used.
The snapshot stream emerges from the corner turner board in 32-bit parallel form and is captured
by a commercially-available high-speed digital I/O board mounted in a compact PCI (cPCI) chas-
sis with an embedded PC-based controller. Data can be routed from the digital I/O board to
either system memory, a hard drive, or a DSP board in real-time using direct memory access
(DMA) transfers over the PCI bus.

This same architecture facilitates control of this processing in an elegant manner. Control data



Fig. 4. Digital IF processor cards mounted on the backplane.

Fig. 5. 52 MSPS (40 MHz bandwidth) complex output from the first stage of digital IF processing: Top: real
& imaginary time-domain output (A/D outputs vs. sample index), Bottom/Blue: Instantaneous spectrum,
Bottom/Yellow: Integrated spectrum (mean over 100 captures, spectral density in dB vs. baseband frequency
in MHz). Actual output in response to a tone applied to the downconverter module, 1 MHz from the center
frequency. Note that spurious-free dynamic range is at least 70 dB.



Fig. 6. MCR data aggregation architecture.

is sent to the corner via the digital I/O board, and from there is disseminated to digital IF boards
via the same daisy chains used for data aggregation. At each digital IF board, control data is
“dropped off” and signal data is “picked up.” This approach greatly simplifies the design by
eliminating the need for additional interconnections for control purposes, and does not reduce
available throughput since the daisy chain data “outbound” from the corner turner contains no
signal data.

The corner turner board is also equipped with four serial link connections that provide an
alternate (direct) path of equal throughput directly to the DSP board. However, the FPGA
software required to implement this path has not yet been developed.

D. Application-Specific Signal Processing

The MCR cPCI subsystem uses an embedded PC controller running Microsoft Windows 2000.
Interconnected to the controller via the PCI bus are high-speed digital I/O cards that receive data
from the corner turner and disseminate control to the rest of the system. The cPCI-format DSP
board mentioned above is a Bittware Quad DSP board which contains four Analog Devices ADSP-
21160 “Hammerhead” DSPs and 256MB SDRAM for additional receive signal processing. Because
the FPGAs on the digital IF board are not fully utilized under the conditions described above, it
is possible to distribute signal processing between these FPGAs, the DSPs, and the embedded PC
flexibly and in what ever manner makes sense for the current application. For example, digital
tuning, channelization, correlation (in the case of direct sequence spread spectrum waveforms),
and other simple but compute-intensive operations can be implemented on digital IF boards,
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(a) IEEE 802.11b 11 Mb/s DSSS/CCK signal, (b) Digital high-definition TV (HDTV) signal,
2.41 GHz (mid band input jack). 497 MHz (low band input jack).

Fig. 7. Two examples of waveforms captured “off the air” using a simple telescoping whip antenna connected
directly to the input jack of a downconverter module. In both cases, the spectrum shown is from the 52 MSPS
complex-valued output stage of digital IF board, routed normally through the data aggregation system to the
PC.

which are clocked at the digitizer sample rate of 104 MHz. The DSPs would typically be used for
subsequent symbol-rate and/or array signal processing, but can alternatively be used to implement
all functionality in a complete software-defined fashion for sufficiently small bandwidths.

E. MCR Current Status

The MCR was delivered to Virginia Tech in November 2004 and is now in the process of
being “commissioned” – by which we mean detailed testing and evaluation of the system, and
development of user software specific to the tasks we envision for it. A recent milestone was
the demonstration of the proper operation of the entire MCR signal path via capture of various
signals off the air, as shown in Figure 7. In the process of commissioning, a significant error in
the subsystem used to control RF downconverter settings was discovered, which requires return
of the MCR to Aeroflex facility for correction. This is scheduled to take place during the first
week of January. In addition, Aeroflex is continuing work on documentation of the applications
programming interface (API) for the system. Following completion of these tasks, the MCR will
be considered to have been satisfactorily delivered from Aeroflex.

III. Multichannel Transmitter (MCT)

The MCT is shown in Figure 8. Like the MCR, it includes an embedded PC controller running
Windows 2000, mounted in a cPCI chassis with high-speed digital I/O cards that provide data
transport and control.

The central subsystem of MCT is the four-channel quadrature digital upconverter (QDUC)
board, shown in Figure 9. The output of each channel from this board is an analog IF signal up to
about 40 MHz wide synthesized by the 14-bit, 200 MSPS output digital-to-analog conversion stage
of an Analog Devices AD9857 QDUC [8] IC. On this board, the AD9857 can be used in any one of
the following three ways: (1) Quadrature Mode: Data symbols (constellation states) provided
at the symbol rate are accepted directly by the AD9857 and used to digitally modulate a carrier
at 78 MHz; (2) Circulate Mode: Data is buffered in an on-board FIFO of length 256K samples,
which can be “played out” into the AD9857 as complex baseband data to be upconverted to
78 MHz; and (3) Tone Mode: The AD9857 can be commanded to synthesize a tone at a specified
frequency, with no input data required (occasionally useful for channel sounding). Control of the
AD9857s on all four channels is via one of the channel data paths as shown in Figure 9.



(a) Front (b) Back

Fig. 8. MCT. The four RF upconverter modules (gold-colored) lie flat in stacks of 2 towards the center. The
rack is 55.9 cm wide × 59.7 cm deep × 71 cm high and weighs about 57 kg. Not visible in this picture are
handles mounted on the sides of the rack for easy lifting and doors which can be quickly installed to protect
the electronics during transport.

Fig. 9. Four-channel QDUC board.



The four-channel output of the QDUC board is sent via short coaxial cables to a bank of four RF
upconverters, visible in Figure 8. These follow the same frequency plan as the RF downconverters
of the MCR, and thus work in exactly the reverse fashion, producing output in “low,” “mid,” or
“high” band respectively under the control of the embedded PC.

A. MCT Current Status

The MCT was delivered by Aeroflex to Virginia Tech in December 2004. Figure 10 shows some
sample outputs. A disappointment in the development of the MCT was our failure to complete
a fully-functional RF upconverter design. The present RF upconverter design functions properly
through the 1250 MHz IF section, but the final conversion from 1250 MHz to a tunable frequency
in the 250 MHz to 6 GHz range could not be made to work given the time and resources allocated
to that portion of the project. When it became clear that the upconverter could not be completed
on time, the principal investigator in consultation with Aeroflex decided to instead implement
a simplified non-tuning version of the RF upconverter, in which the output is taken from the
properly-functioning 1250 MHz IF section. The two additional LOs, including distribution and
routing for four channels, has been implemented in the MCT rack so that it is possible to tune
all four channels to any frequency in the specified tuning range using additional, external RF
hardware. Anticipating that most of our efforts requiring transmission will be in the 2.4-GHz ISM
band, the principal investigator has already separately developed at his own expense a compact
1250 MHz to 2.5 GHz “appliqué” that can be installed inside the MCT, so use of MCMS in this
band at least is not affected. A “silver lining” in this situation is that the need to design an
appliqué presented us with an opportunity to include an integrated power amplifier, which was
not specified in the original MCT design and would have had to have been purchased separately
anyway.

IV. Portability & Mobile Experiment Control

MIMO channel studies are quite often limited in scope by the onerous logistics associated
with the necessary experiments; in particular, the difficulties associated with transporting and
operating cumbersome equipment. This was a key consideration in the design of MCMS. MCMS
is easily portable and simple to operate under field conditions. As shown in Figure 1, the system
is self-contained in transportable racks with self-sealing removable doors and light enough to be
moved over short distances by 2 persons. Both MCT and MCR use +24VDC power, which in
lab conditions is provided by a bench-top power supply and in field conditions is provided by a
battery pack (part of the system) consisting of two 12VDC, 28A-hr lead-acid batteries wired in
series. Fully charged, a battery pack powers the MCR with all channels active (about 10A) for
over 1 hr. Furthermore, the downconverter/digitizer modules allow user control of power, such
that the embedded PC can power down any modules which are not required for a given experiment
(at approximately 0.5 A/module) and further can power down low band if mid- or high-band is
being used, or vice versa, saving another few hundred milliamps per channel. This dramatically
increases operation time, especially if fewer than 16 receive channels are needed.

To facilitate long-duration or long-range experiments, both the MCT and MCR can be remotely
controlled using conventional remote access techniques over an internet connection available via
the embedded PC.

V. Conclusions & Future Plans

This report has described MCMS, a new instrument which is both a testbed for MIMO com-
munications of up to 4 × 16 channels and a measurement system for the associated propagation
channels. The emphasis for MCMS-enabled experimentation will be joint observation of MIMO
communications and channel conditions, with the goal of better characterization of channels (lead-



Fig. 10. Sample MCT “quadrature-mode” outputs, demonstrating ability to synthesize spectrally-efficient digital
signals having bandwidths of 6 MHz, 12 MHz, 23 MHz, and 46 MHz resepectively. Each signal is observed at
a center frequency of 1250 MHz using a commercially-available spectrum analyzer.

ing to better models) as well as investigating the emerging issue of optimal design and placement
of antenna arrays for MIMO. Initial efforts will concentrate on the 2.4-GHz unlicensed ISM band
in support of research addressing IEEE 802.11n issues.

Additional information about MCMS (including latest status and technical reports) is available
via the project web site [9].
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